
Contemporary glass furniture for beautiful homes

DERBY DESK
Hand-crafted practicality for a home office with style

DESIGN BRIEF
Are you planning a home office, but
don’t want to compromise design
and appearance for the sake of
functionality? Take a look at the
Derby Desk - it is made from hand-
crafted materials to the highest
specification and it is designed for
the multi-purpose needs of the
modern home. Derby stands alone
as a stunning piece of furniture, but
provides a hard-working practical
desk. So, it’s your call - dining or
working.

You can choose from four
distinctive style variations in walnut,
cherry, dark wenge or stainless
steel to match your decor. And,
with twelve sizes of square or
rectangular top, you can create a
temporary or permanent home
office in any size of room. The top is
made from 10 mm toughened
glass, conforming to BS 6206A and
the legs are simply attached to the
top by grub screws for stability and
quick, easy assembly. With Derby
Desk, the home office never looked
so good.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Derby Desking is available as a
standard unit with a choice of
finishes to cherry, walnut, dark
wenge or stainless steel and twelve
sizes of square or rectangular
tabletop. All glass sizes can be
customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise Derby Desking
units with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

TOP DIMENSIONS

The height of all Derby desks is 730
mm.

DESK HEIGHT (H)

(H)

(D)
(W)

*Also look at Slender Pin Elbow Table, Pin Elbow and Micro Tables in Matt Nickel, Bright Chrome, and Minimalist White.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

1120 mm x 500 mm top with legs finished to
walnut

Square
Depth (D) Width (W)

525 mm x 525 mm
600 mm x 600 mm
700 mm x 700 mm
800 mm x 800 mm
900 mmx 900 mm

1000 mm x 1000 mm
1100 mm x 1100 mm

Rectangular
Depth (D) Width (W)

300 mm x 1120 mm
400 mm x 1120 mm
500 mm x 1120 mm
500 mm x 1350 mm
600 mm x 1200 mm
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MEET AND GREET
Stylish solution for work/life balance in the home office

DESIGN BRIEF
Looking for somewhere to work
without cluttering your home? Meet
and Greet is an ideal solution. It’s
big enough for your laptop or
paperwork, yet its clean,
contemporary lines in glass and
steel are completely unobtrusive.
And, with clever cable management
built in, there are no untidy wires.
Meet and Greet looks great in any
living or dining area, or anywhere
you’ve got some spare space.

The unit has a light, airy look, but
it’s sturdy enough for some serious
work. Two 10 mm toughened glass
disks conform to BS 6206A. The
strong stainless steel column
simply screws into bosses pre-
bonded to the glass so it’s
completely stable, and it’s quick and
easy to assemble.

If you want to get the right work/life
balance in your home, Meet and
Greet is for you.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Meet and Greet is available as a
standard unit with a stainless steel
column and a choice of three work
surface dimensions. Frosted or
coloured glass also available to
order.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Meet and Greet
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

700 mm
900 mm

1100 mm

TOP DIAMETER (D)

All Meet and Greet units are 730mm
Tall standard height

UNIT HEIGHT (H)

(D)

(H)

*If round is not suitable, contact us to customise one of the other products.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

Shown with 900 mm diameter top
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PIN ELBOW CONSOLES AND DESKS
Versatile workspace for the home office

DESIGN BRIEF
If you want somewhere to work
without cluttering your home, Pin
Elbow is an ideal solution. It’s big
enough for computers, paperwork
and all the office paraphernalia, but
its clean, contemporary glass lines
are completely unobtrusive.

Pin Elbow looks great in any living
or dining area, or anywhere you’ve
got some spare space. With a
choice of nineteen different sizes,
you’ll find a Pin Elbow unit for any
size of room. Pin Elbow legs have
feet which have adjustment for
levelling on uneven floors.

The unit has a light, airy look with
conical legs in matt nickel, bright
chrome or minimalist white, but it’s
sturdy enough for some serious
work. The 10 mm toughened glass
work surface conforms to BS
6206A. The legs simply screw
directly to bosses pre-bonded to
the glass for stability and quick,
easy assembly.

If you want to get the right work/life
balance in your home, take a look at
Pin Elbow.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Pin Elbow desks and consoles are
available as standard units with matt
nickel, bright chrome or minimalist
white conical legs and a round,
square or rectangular glass work
surface in nineteen sizes.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Pin Elbow with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

*For more choice view the Derby Desking or the Slender Pin table ranges.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

®

v1

1500 mm x 900 mm glass size, shown
with matt nickel

1500 mm x 900 mm glass size,
shown with bright chrome

1500 mm x 900 mm glass size,
shown with minimalist white legs

(W)

(D)

(H)

700 mm
800 mm
900 mm

1000 mm
1100 mm

Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D)

1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1200 mm x 600 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1300 mm x 700 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm
1400 mm x 800 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1500 mm x 900 mm
1800 mm x 900 mm*
2000 mm x 900 mm*

Square
Width (W) Depth (D)

700 mm x 700 mm
800 mm x 800 mm
900 mm x 900 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1000 mm x 1000 mm
1100 mm x 1100 mm

*Please confirm maximum leg spacings which are to order

TABLE DIMENSIONS
Round

The height of all Pin Elbow Consoles and Desks is 710 mm.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...
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Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

®

v1

SLENDER PIN ELBOW CONSOLE
Stylish sophistication for dining or working

DESIGN BRIEF
The Slender Pin Elbow range brings
you stylish contemporary dining at
an affordable price. And it’s just as
good as a versatile, hard-working
desk or console for the stylish home
office.

The tables look great in any room
setting, with a glass top and conical
legs in matt nickel, bright chrome or
minimalist white to create a clean,
light appearance that complements
any contemporary style. The legs
have adjustable feet for levelling the
table on an uneven floor

They offer a level of individuality at
a price that’s unheard of in this
range. With a choice of twenty four
different sizes, you’ll find a Slender
Pin Elbow table for any size of
room.

The tabletop is made from 10mm
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The legs screw directly to
bosses pre-bonded to the glass for
stability and quick, easy assembly.

Slender Pin Elbow is a table that
will restore the work-life balance to
your home.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Slender Pin Elbow consoles are
available as standard units with matt
nickel, bright chrome or minimalist
white conical legs and round,
square or rectangular glass
tabletops in twenty four sizes.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Slender Pin Elbow
Console with different sizes,
colours, finishes
or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(H)

(W)
(D)

*Fancy a wood finish, then consider the Derby Desking.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

525 mm
600 mm

700 mm
800 mm

900 mm
1000 mm

1100 mm

TABLE DIMENSIONS
Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D)

500 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 400 mm
600 mm x 500 mm
800 mm x 400 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1120 mm x 300 mm
1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1200 mm x 600 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm

Round tables top diameter (D) options are listed below.

The Slender Pin Elbow Consoles all come at a standard 705 mm height.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)

Square
Width (W) Depth (D)

525 mm x 525 mm
600 mm x 600 mm
700 mm x 700 mm
800 mm x 800 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

900 mm x 900 mm
1000 mm x 1000 mm
1100 mm x 1100 mm

all coming with 4 legs, please specify if 3 are required

1120 mm x 500 mm top with
chrome legs

1120 mm x 500 mm top with
minimalist white legs

1120 mm x 500 mm top with
matt nickel legs



*A classic console of premium materials. Try also the Micro, Pin or Slender Pin range to fit a similar gap.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

Contemporary glass furniture for beautiful homes

STATE CONSOLE
Premium console for demanding tastes

DESIGN BRIEF
If you’ve got demanding tastes in
design, but look for practical
functionality as well, take a closer
look at the State console. It’s a
console from premium materials to
create an aesthetically-pleasing
table that offers the practicality of all
Futureglass products and looks at
home in any contemporary or
traditional decor.

You can choose from four distinctive
style variations in walnut, cherry,
dark wenge or stainless steel to
match your decor. And, with eleven
sizes of square or rectangular top,
the State console will fit into any
size of home.

The top is made from 10 mm
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The legs simply attach to
the glass by grub screws for
stability and quick, easy assembly
style.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
State Console is available as a
standard unit with a choice of
finishes to cherry, walnut, dark
wenge or stainless steel, and eleven
sizes of square or rectangular top.
All glass sizes can be customised
with colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise State with different
sizes, colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)
(D)

(H)

TOP DIMENSIONS

The tables all come at a standard 730 mm height.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

1120 mm x 300 mm glass top
shown with cherry legs

1120 mm x 300 mm glass top
shown with stainless steel legs

Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D)

500 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 400 mm

1120 mm x 300 mm
1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1200 mm x 600 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm

Square
Width (W) Depth (D)

375 mm x 375 mm
525 mm x 525 mm
700 mm x 700 mm
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CREATE SHELVING
Practical, elegant wall storage for lighter speakers or media

DESIGN BRIEF
If you’re looking for a practical,
elegant solution for wall storage,
Create Shelving is for you. It’s
designed to provide simple, great-
looking wall storage for smaller
hi-fi speakers or light loads such
as DVDs and CDs. Its clean
contemporary lines enhance
any interior design style and
complement the Futureglass GEM
hi-fi range.

We give you a choice of three
different widths, and two widths for
the Create Corner version, so
you’ve got the flexibility to plan
storage for loads up to 12 kg. You’ll
find Create Shelving is easy to
install and you can attach it to a
solid wall in just minutes to create a
versatile storage system that makes
a statement of style.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Create Shelving is available as a
standard unit in a choice of three
widths. Create Corner is available in
two widths. You can also order an
optional frosted or coloured glass
finish.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise Create Shelving
units with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W) Depth (D)

500 mm 135 mm
1000 mm 135 mm
1500 mm 135 mm

CREATE SHELVING

Width (W) Depth (D)

200 mm 200 mm
300 mm 300 mm

CREATE CORNER
(W)

(D)

*Also look at our Favoured Media shelves.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

Supplied with a pair of brackets and fixings for a solid wall, with rawl
plugs (8 mm masonry drill bit required) and screws suitable for fixing to
solid wall by competent person.

500 mm x 135 mm

300 mm x 300 mm
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FAVOURED MEDIA
Clean, simple wall storage for light media or centre speakers

DESIGN BRIEF
If you’re looking for a practical,
elegant shelving solution for your
favourite DVDs or CDs, take a look at
Favoured Media. It’s designed to
provide simple, great-looking wall
storage for light media.You can also
use this versatile system for centre
speaker support in your home cinema
system.The clean contemporary lines
of Favoured Media enhance any
interior design style and complement
the Futureglass GEM hi-fi range.

We give you a choice of three
different sizes, and five sizes for the
centre speaker support version, so
you’ve got the flexibility to plan the
storage you need.
You’ll find Favoured Media is easy
to install and you can attach it to a
solid wall in just minutes to create a
versatile storage solution. The wire
loop retaining system makes it easy
to level shelves, even if the
brackets are not installed perfectly
level. This unit is set to become a
firm favourite.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Favoured Media shelving is available
as a standard unit in a choice of
three sizes. The centre speaker
support version is available in five
sizes.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Favoured Media
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W) Depth (D)

500 mm 135 mm
1000 mm 135 mm
1500 mm 135 mm

FAVOURED MEDIA SHELVING

Width (W) Depth (D)

300 mm 300 mm
460 mm 400 mm
500 mm 300 mm
600 mm 300 mm
600 mm 400 mm

CENTRE SPEAKER SUPPORT

(D)

(W)

*Also look at our Create Shelving range.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

* usable width is 30mm less than shelf width



Contemporary glass furniture for home entertainment systems

MEDIA STORAGE UNIT - MEDIUM
Highly-versatile media storage to complement your hi-fi system

DESIGN BRIEF
You’ve got a great hi-fi or
entertainment system. Now, what
do you do with your CDs or DVDs?
We’ve created a great looking range
of media storage units in clean
contemporary glass lines.

They provide practical, highly-
versatile storage for DVDs and CDs
and they look great alongside the
Futureglass GEM hi-fi range. You can
place these attractive units
anywhere in the room and they’ll
make your stylish room a bit more
special.

We’ve designed them so you can
arrange your CDs and DVDs in
many different ways and we give
you a choice of three different
widths, with an optional glass top
for additional protection or storage.
You can also get these units in
short and tall sizes to cover all your
media storage needs.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The media storage unit is available
as a standard unit in a choice of
three widths. You can also order an
optional glass top or choose a
frosted glass finish.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the media storage
unit with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Height (H)

1000 mm
1000 mm
1000 mm

Width (W)

170 mm
330 mm
480 mm

DVD CD
40 60
88 120

128 172

UNIT DIMENSIONS

The base measures:
Width (BW) Depth (BD)

300 mm x 300 mm for the narrow unit

500 mm x 300 mm for the medium unit

600 mm x 300 mm for the wide unit

BASE DIMENSIONS

(BW)

(BD)
(H)

(W)

*Try the Create Shelving for economical on the wall storage.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

Photograph shows product without the base which is supplied and recommended for use
1500 mm x 330 mm unit shown



Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

Contemporary glass furniture for home entertainment systems

MEDIA STORAGE UNIT - SHORT
Highly-versatile media storage to complement your hi-fi system

DESIGN BRIEF
You’ve got a great hi-fi or
entertainment system. Now, what
do you do with your CDs or DVDs?
We’ve created a great looking range
of media storage units in clean
contemporary glass lines. They
provide practical, highly-versatile
storage for DVDs and CDs and they
look great alongside the Futureglass
GEM hi-fi range.

They also make a great dual-
purpose wine table. You can place
these attractive units anywhere in
the room and they’ll make your
stylish room a bit more special.

We’ve designed them so you can
arrange your CDs and DVDs in
many different ways and we give
you a choice of three different
widths, with an optional glass top
for additional protection or storage.

You can also get these units in tall
and medium sizes to cover all your
media storage needs.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The media storage unit is available
as a standard unit in a choice of
three widths. You can also order an
optional glass top or choose a
frosted glass finish.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the media storage
unit with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Height (H)

500 mm
500 mm
500 mm

Width (W)

170 mm
330 mm
480 mm

DVD CD
22 30
44 60
64 86

UNIT DIMENSIONS

The base measures:
Width (BW) Depth (BD)

300 mm x 300 mm for the narrow unit

500 mm x 300 mm for the medium unit

600 mm x 300 mm for the wide unit

BASE DIMENSIONS

(BW)(BD)

(H)

(W)

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

Shown with 600 mm x 300 mm add on top



Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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MEDIA STORAGE UNIT – TALL
Highly-versatile media storage to complement your hi-fi system

DESIGN BRIEF
You’ve got a great hi-fi or
entertainment system. Now, what
do you do with your CDs or DVDs?
We’ve created a great looking range
of media storage units in clean
contemporary glass lines.

They provide practical, highly-
versatile storage for DVDs and CDs
and they look great alongside the
Futureglass GEM hi-fi range.

You can place these attractive units
anywhere in the room and they’ll
make your stylish room a bit more
special.

We’ve designed them so you can
arrange your CDs and DVDs in
many different ways and we give
you a choice of three different
widths, with an optional glass top
for additional protection or storage.
You can also get these units in
short and medium sizes to cover all
your media storage needs.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The media storage unit is available
as a standard unit in a choice of
three widths. You can also order an
optional glass top or choose a
frosted glass finish.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the media storage
unit with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Height (H)

1500 mm
1500 mm
1500 mm

Width (W)

170 mm
330 mm
480 mm

DVD CD
66 90

132 180
192 258

UNIT DIMENSIONS

The base measures:
Width (BW) Depth (BD)

300 mm x 300 mm for the narrow unit

500 mm x 300 mm for the medium unit

600 mm x 300 mm for the wide unit

BASE DIMENSIONS

(BW) (BD)

(H)

(W)

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

1500 mm x 480 mm unit shown



GEM CINEMA
Innovative vibration-managed support for home cinema systems

Contemporary glass furniture for home entertainment systems

DESIGN BRIEF
You demand superb performance
from your home cinema system, so
why compromise on the support
units? With GEM Cinema you get an
innovative solution developed by
glass furniture specialists who really
understand audio-visual performance.
Precision-engineered components
and an innovative push-fit system
effectively smother vibration to give
a solution that is technically
advanced and great to look at.

The stainless steel and glass
components create a minimal
appearance and the cleanest lines
of any cinema support system on
the market. With an extensive

choice of shelf heights, you can
create any configuration you like ....
and you don’t have to worry about
fasteners. The top shelf has an
option of space for centre speakers.
Each 10 mm polished safety glass
shelf is supported by stainless steel
columns which fit over stainless
steel bosses bonded onto the
glass. The bosses and supporting
columns are isolated from each
other by a double set of vibration-
deadening O-rings, creating a
sturdy platform with no room for
movement between components.
Adjustable glider feet make it easy
to level the unit if the floor is
uneven or move it, even when it’s
fully loaded. GEM Cinema is solid,

versatile and takes your home
cinema experience into a new
dimension.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order GEM Cinema units
with a choice of shelf heights.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS

If you want even more choice,
we can customise GEM Home
Cinema units with different sizes,
colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W) * Depth (D)

1120 mm x 300 mm
1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

80 mm
100 mm
120 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm
300 mm
350 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(W)(D)

(H)

*You may also be interested in our competitively priced Lite Cinema range. Too big? Consider our smaller Slender screen or Cinema Shallow supports.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

Available in satin finished stainless steel
or satin black steel

maximum shelf loadings of 100 kilos per shelf, with a five shelf maximum at 350mm spacing.

6 pole top shelf option shown

5 pole top to allow positioning of a centre speaker

*Internal dimension between the poles is 485 mm
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GEM CINEMA SHALLOW
Innovative vibration-managed support for smaller home cinema systems

DESIGN BRIEF
You demand superb performance
from your home cinema system, so
why compromise on the support
units? GEM Cinema Shallow is
designed for smaller home cinema
systems and components. With
GEM Cinema Shallow, you get an
innovative solution developed by
glass furniture specialists who really
understand audio-visual
performance. Precision-engineered
components and an innovative push-
fit system effectively smother
vibration to give a solution that is
technically advanced and great to
look at. The stainless steel and glass
components create a minimal
appearance and the cleanest lines

of any cinema support system on
the market. With an extensive
choice of shelf heights, you can
create any configuration you like ....
and you don’t have to worry about
fasteners. The top shelf has an
option of space for centre speakers.
Each 10 mm polished safety glass
shelf is supported by stainless steel
columns which fit over stainless
steel bosses bonded onto the
glass. The bosses and supporting
columns are isolated from each
other by a double set of vibration-
deadening O-rings, creating a sturdy
platform with no room for
movement between components.
Adjustable glider feet make it easy
to level the unit if the floor is

uneven or move it, even when it’s
fully loaded. GEM Cinema Shallow
is solid, versatile and takes your
home cinema experience into a new
dimension.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order GEM Cinema Shallow
units with a choice of shelf heights.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise GEM Cinema
Shallow units with different sizes,
colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W)* Depth (D)

1120 mm x 300 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

80 mm
100 mm
120 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm
300 mm
350 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(W)

(H)

(D)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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Available in satin finished stainless steel or
satin black steel

*Consider also the GEM Cinema if you have deeper components.

5 Pole version with stainless steel legs 6 pole version with satin black steel legs 6 Pole version with stainless steel legs

*Internal dimension between the poles is
485 mm
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GEM CORNER SUPPORT
Innovative space-saving support for hi-fi and home cinema systems

DESIGN BRIEF
You demand superb performance
from your hi-fi or home cinema
system, so why compromise on the
support units? If you want to make
best use of your room space, GEM
Corner Support gives you an
innovative solution developed by
glass furniture specialists who really
understand audio-visual
performance.

Precision-engineered components
and an innovative push-fit system
effectively smother vibration to give
a solution that is technically
advanced and great to look at. The
stainless steel and glass
components create a minimal
appearance and the cleanest lines

of any audio-visual support system
on the market. With a massive
choice of shelf heights, you can
create any configuration you like ....
and you don’t have to worry about
fasteners.

Each 10 mm polished safety glass
shelf is supported by stainless steel
columns which fit over stainless
steel bosses bonded onto the
glass. The bosses and supporting
columns are isolated from each
other by a double set of vibration-
deadening O-rings, creating a sturdy
platform with no room for
movement between components.

It’s solid, versatile and it takes your
viewing and listening experience
into a new dimension.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order GEM Corner units
with a choice of shelf heights.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise GEM Corner
Support units with different sizes,
colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W)* Depth (D) Side Width (SW) Side Depth (SD) Back Width (BW)

1320 mm x 610 mm x 250 mm x 360 mm x 630 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

80 mm
100 mm
120 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm
300 mm
350 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(W)

(D)

(H)

(SD)
(BW)

(SW)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

maximum shelf loadings of 100 kilos per shelf, with a five shelf maximum at 350mm spacing.

Available in satin finished stainless steel or satin black steel

Optional 5 pole top shown

*Consider a bespoke option if you have a specific space requirement - just send in a drawing....

*Internal dimension between the poles is 485 mm
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GEM SLENDER SCREEN SUPPORT
Innovative support for home cinema and plasma screens

DESIGN BRIEF
You demand superb performance
from your home cinema system, so
why compromise on the support
units? With GEM Slender Screen
Support you get an innovative solution
suitable for both European and
American hi-fi sound box formats, as
well as plasma screens.The support
system was developed by glass
furniture specialists who really
understand audio-visual performance.

Precision-engineered components and
an innovative push-fit system
effectively smother vibration to give a
solution that is technically advanced
and great to look at. The stainless
steel and glass components create a

minimal appearance and the cleanest
lines of any cinema support system
on the market. With an extensive
choice of shelf heights, you can
create any configuration you like ....
and you don’t have to worry about
fasteners.

Each 10 mm polished safety glass
shelf is supported by stainless steel
columns which fit over stainless steel
bosses bonded onto the glass.The
bosses and supporting columns are
isolated from each other by a double
set of vibration-deadening O-rings,
creating a sturdy platform with no
room for movement between
components. Adjustable “glider” feet
allow you to level the unit if the floor

is uneven or move it easily, even
when it’s fully loaded. GEM Slender
Screen Support is solid, versatile and
it takes your home cinema experience
into a new dimension.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order GEM Slender Screen
Support with a choice of shelf
heights.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise GEM Slender Screen
Support units with different sizes,
colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)

(D)

(H)

*Consider our Cinema range for greater flexibility, or a larger screen in the future.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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Width (W)* Depth (D)

800 mm x 400 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

80 mm
100 mm
120 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm
300 mm
350 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

maximum shelf loadings of 60 kilos per shelf

Available in satin finished stainless steel or
satin black steel

Shown with spikes which must be specified at time of ordering and GEM Spike cups which can be
purchased separately from your retailer.

*Internal dimension between the poles is
685 mm
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LITE CINEMA
Highly-specified support for home cinema systems

DESIGN BRIEF
If you want even better performance
from your home cinema system,
make sure you choose the right
support solution.

With Lite Cinema you get a highly-
specified, innovative solution that
represents real value for money.
Lite Cinema is developed by
specialists who understand audio-
visual performance - it features
engineered components and an
innovative push-fit system that
eliminates vibration.

The PVC and glass components
create a light, clean appearance that
looks great in any room - and you
can choose from silver or distinctive

black columns. With a choice of
shelf heights, you can create any
configuration you like .... and you
don’t have to worry about bolting it
all together. Each 8 mm thick
polished safety glass shelf is
supported by six columns over
injection moulded bosses pre
bonded to the glass. The bosses
and supporting columns are isolated
from each other by a double set of
vibration-deadening O-rings,
creating a sturdy platform with no
room for movement between
components.

This is a support solution that will
really make a difference to your
home cinema experience.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order Lite Cinema units
with a choice of shelf heights and
support columns in silver or black
finish.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Lite Home Cinema
units with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W)* Depth (D)

1120 mm x 500 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

100 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(D)

(W)

(H)

*Consider the GEM Cinema with an all Stainless Steel and Glass for the ultimate contemporary look.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

8mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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5 pole top option in Black 6 pole top option in Silver

*Internal dimension between the poles is
485 mm
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LITE SLENDER SCREEN
Highly-specified support for combined hi-fi and TV systems

DESIGN BRIEF
If you want to combine your viewing
and listening pleasure, Lite Slender
Screen is an ideal choice for a
support solution. With Lite Slender
Screen you get a highly-specified,
innovative solution that represents
real value for money.

The larger shelf size means you can
combine your hi-fi with a smaller
LCD television, yet still fit the entire
unit into a compact space. Lite
Slender Screen is developed by
specialists who understand audio-
visual performance - it features
engineered components and an
innovative push-fit system that
eliminates vibration.

The PVC and glass components
create a light, clean appearance that
looks great in any room - and you
can choose from silver or distinctive
black columns. With a choice of
shelf heights, you can create any
configuration you like .... and you
don’t have to worry about bolting it
all together.

Each 8 mm thick polished safety
glass shelf is supported by four
columns which fit over injection
moulded bosses pre bonded to the
glass. The bosses and supporting
columns are isolated from each
other by a double set of vibration-
deadening O-rings, creating a sturdy
platform with no room for

movement between components.
This is a support solution that gives
you the best of both worlds for
sight and sound.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order Lite Slender Screen
with black or silver columns and
with a choice of shelf heights.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Lite Slender Screen
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W)* Depth (D)

800 mm x 400 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

100 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(D)
(W)

(H)

*Consider also the GEM Slender screen support for all Stainless and Glass, and more shelf spacing options.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

8mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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3 shelf version with Black legs shown

3 shelf version with Silver legs shown

*Internal dimension between the poles is
685 mm
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WALL MOUNTED PROJECTOR SUPPORT
Innovative vibration-free wall support for delicate components

DESIGN BRIEF
If you prefer to mount your hi-fi
components on the wall to save
floor space, don’t compromise on
sonic quality.

Wall Mounted shelving has been
specially developed to provide
stylish, technically-advanced storage
for delicate wall-mounted audio
components.

Take a look at the larger shelf style -
it’s designed for strength,
performance and style using
toughened 10 mm safety glass to
BS 6206A, with stainless steel
components to give optimum
support to your components.

A key element in this innovative
solution is the vibration-deadening
fixture at the interface between
wall and shelf which helps to
optimise sonic performance.

You can use this versatile wall
mounting unit as a high-
performance alternative to ceiling
mounting for components such as
projectors. Choose from seven
sizes of shelving to suit your
components.

You’ll find Wall Mounted is easy to
install and you can attach it to a
solid wall in just minutes to create a
versatile storage solution. The wire
loop retaining system makes it easy

to level shelves, even if the brackets
are not installed perfectly level.
Audio support has truly reached
new heights.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Wall Mounted is available as a
standard unit in a choice of seven
sizes. You can also choose frosted
glass for the shelves.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise Wall Mounted
Projector Support units with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W) Depth (D)

375 mm 375 mm
460 mm 400 mm
500 mm 300 mm
525 mm 525 mm
600 mm 300 mm
600 mm 400 mm
600 mm 500 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

(D)

(W)

*Try the Create shelving for small speakers or a corner option.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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*Usable width is 30 mm less than shelf width
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JEG TABLE
Compact elegant coffee table for the smaller room

DESIGN BRIEF
If you’re tight on space, but big on
design ideas, Jeg is the table for
you. It’s a compact, elegantly-
designed coffee table ideal for
rooms where space is at a
premium. This simple, attractive
table combines practicality and
aesthetics, without compromise.

You can choose from four types of
leg - finished to cherry, walnut, dark
wenge or stainless steel - to suit
your décor and the table is available
in fourteen sizes of square or
rectangular top to suit the smallest
living space.

Despite its size, Jeg is built for long
life. The tabletop is made from 10
mm toughened glass, conforming
to BS 6206A. The legs simply attach
to the top by grub screws for
stability and quick, easy assembly.
With Jeg, you’ve got more room for
living.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Jeg table is available as a
standard unit with a choice of
finishes to cherry, walnut, dark
wenge or stainless steel and
fourteen sizes of square or
rectangular tabletop. All glass sizes
can be customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the Jeg table with
different sizes, colours, finishes
or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

TABLE DIMENSIONS

All Jeg tables are 330mm or 450 mm in height.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)

(H)

(W) (D)

*Consider also, the Micro and Slender Pin ‘Knee’ tables.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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Shown with 1120 mm x 500 mm glass
and legs finished to walnut

Square
Depth (D) Width (W)

375 mm x 375 mm
525 mm x 525 mm
600 mm x 600 mm
700 mm x 700 mm
800 mm x 800 mm

Rectangular
Depth (D) Width (W)

500 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 400 mm
800 mm x 400 mm

Depth (D) Width (W)

1120 mm x 300 mm
1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1200 mm x 600 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm
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REMOTE TABLE
A light airy occasional table

DESIGN BRIEF
For a simple, timeless look, Remote
is a great choice. It makes use of a
classic central supporting column to
create a light, airy table that you can
use for display or as an occasional
piece.

Remote’s clean glass lines work in
any contemporary environment and
it comes in five distinctive style
variations - walnut, cherry, dark
wenge, stainless steel or spring - to
suit your decor.

The two glass pieces are made
from 10 mm toughened glass,
conforming to BS 6206A. The
column simply screws into bosses
pre-bonded to the glass for stability
and quick, easy assembly.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Remote table is available as a
standard unit with a choice of
finishes to cherry, walnut, dark
wenge, stainless steel or spring and
three sizes of tabletop. All glass
sizes can be customised with
colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the Remote table
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

525 mm
600 mm
700 mm

TABLE DIAMETER (D)

The Remote tables all come at a
standard 450 mm.

TABLE HEIGHT (H)

(D)

(H)

*Have a look at the Saint tables for an exciting alternative.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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All shown with 525 mm diameter tops
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SAINT TABLE
An occasional table that makes a unique visual statement

DESIGN BRIEF
Want to create a unique visual
statement in your home? The
column of the Saint table is offset
rather than central, creating a sense
of intrigue.

Like all Futureglass tables, Saint is a
distinctive, high-quality unit that
enhances any living area with its
light airy looks. You can choose
from four column materials - cherry,
walnut, dark wenge or stainless
steel to match your decor. And you
can trust Saint for long life.

The two 10 mm toughened glass
discs conform to BS 6206A. The
central column simply screws into
bosses pre-bonded to the glass for
stability and quick, easy assembly.
If you want a unique piece of
furniture, take a closer look at the
Saint.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Saint table is available as a
standard unit with a choice of
finishes to cherry, walnut, dark
wenge or stainless steel, and two
tabletop dimensions. All glass sizes
can be customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the Saint table with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

375 mm
525 mm

TOP DIAMETERS (D)
(D)

(H)

*View the Remote table range for an exciting alternative.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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The Saint tables all come at a
standard 450 mm.

TABLE HEIGHT (H)

525 mm version shown with black
glass option

375 mm stainless steel version shown with optional frosted glass
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Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

®

v1

SEMPLICE COFFEE TABLE
An elegant minimalist table

DESIGN BRIEF
If you like the minimalist look in
your home, Semplice Coffee is the
table for you. Elegant in its
simplicity, it creates a stunning
impression of uncompromising
quality in any contemporary interior.

This inspirational table comes in four
distinctive style variations - finished
to cherry, walnut, dark wenge or
stainless steel - to suit your décor.
And, with twelve sizes of top, the
Semplice Coffee table will look right
in any room.

The two glass pieces are made
from 10 mm toughened glass,
conforming to BS 6206A. The
column simply screws into bosses
pre-bonded to the glass for stability
and quick, easy assembly. This table
confirms the belief that less is
more.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Semplice Coffee table is
available as a standard unit with a
choice of finishes to cherry, walnut,
dark wenge or stainless steel, and
twelve sizes of square or
rectangular tabletop. All glass sizes
can be customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the Semplice Coffee
table with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

*Consider the Foundation range for a classic 4 legged design, or the Social for a round option.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

900 mm x 900 mm stainless steel version
shown

700 mm x 700 mm stainless steel version shown

(W)

(D)

(H)

TABLE DIMENSIONS

**70mm square leg
* 6 inch square leg

The height of all Semplice Coffee Tables is 330 mm or 450 mm.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)

Square
Width (W) Depth (D) Base Size

525 mm x 525 mm 375 mm x 375 mm**
600 mm x 600 mm 375 mm x 375 mm**
700 mm x 700 mm 375 mm x 375 mm**
800 mm x 800 mm 525 mm x 525 mm*
900 mmx 900 mm 525 mm x 525 mm*

1000 mmx 1000 mm 525 mm x 525 mm*
1100 mm x 1100 mm 525 mm x 525 mm*

Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D) Base Size

1120 mm x 400 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
1120 mm x 500 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
1200 mm x 600 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
1300 mm x 700 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
1350 mm x 500 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
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TENSEGRITY TABLE
Striking architectural table

DESIGN BRIEF
Tensegrity is a range of striking
table designs in glass and polished
stainless steel rope. The innovative
design features stylish glass tops
and bases supported by precisely-
engineered stainless steel rope to
create an architectural structure that
makes a bold statement in any
environment. The range includes six
sizes of table.

The tables have a stunning, yet
subtle appearance that looks right
in any contemporary room style.
The table tops and bases are made
from toughened glass, conforming
to British Standard BS 6206A,
attached to stainless steel rope
supports for stability. The tables
come expertly assembled and look
right at home, in hotels, bars,
lounges or public places.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Tensegrity is available as a standard
unit with a choice of clear, frosted or
coloured glass top. It is available in
three different square sizes and
three different circular sizes. All
glass sizes can be customised with
colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise your Tensegrity
table units with different sizes,
colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)

(D)

(H)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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TABLE DIMENSIONS
Square
Depth (D) Width (W) Height (H)

525 mm 525 mm 450 mm
700 mm 700 mm 330 mm
900 mm 900 mm 330 mm

Round
Diameter (D) Height (H)

525 mm 450 mm
700 mm 450 mm
900 mm 330 mm

*Look at our media storage units for more products from this innovative range.

shown with 450 mm diameter top,
450 mm tall

shown with 900 mm diameter top, 330 mm tall
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DUAL COFFEE TABLE
Informal bistro-style coffee table

DESIGN BRIEF
Dual Knee is a coffee table that
offers all the relaxed comfort and
intimacy of the bistro. It looks great
in any room setting, with two wood
or stainless steel columns linking
the glass top and bases to create a
clean, light appearance that
complements any contemporary
style.

The tabletop and bases are made
from 10 mm toughened glass,
conforming to BS 6206A. The legs
are simply screwed into bosses pre-
bonded to the glass for stability and
quick, easy assembly. Dual Knee is
an informal coffee table and a
stunning piece of contemporary
glass furniture.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Dual Coffee tables are available with
clear, frosted or coloured glass with
a choice of finishes to cherry,
walnut, dark wenge or stainless
steel. All glass sizes can be
customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise Dual Coffee
units with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

width (W) depth (D)

1300 mm x 700 mm
1400 mm x 800 mm
1500 mm x 900 mm
1800 mm x 900 mm

TOP DIMENSIONS

The height of all Dual Knee Tables
is 330 mm or 450 mm.

TABLE HEIGHT (H)
(H)

(W)

(D)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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*Consider also the Foundation or Competitively priced Slender Pin Knee table.

1500 mm x 900 mm top with legs finished to
walnut

1500 mm x 900 mm top with legs finished to
stainless steel
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FOUNDATION TABLE
The essential coffee table for modern interiors

DESIGN BRIEF
One of life’s little essentials, the
Foundation coffee table is a central
piece in any modern interior,
beautifully crafted to complement
any contemporary style. This is a
table that makes a statement of
uncompromising quality in any room
setting.

You can choose from four distinctive
style variations in walnut, cherry,
dark wenge or stainless steel to
match your decor. And, with thirteen
sizes of square or rectangular top,

the Foundation table will fit into any
size of home. Foundation will take
knocks and hard wear. The tabletop
is made from 10 mm toughened
glass, conforming to BS 6206A. The
legs are simply screwed into
bosses pre-bonded to the glass for
stability and quick, easy assembly.
The Foundation table is a piece of
furniture that belongs in every
home.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Foundation table is available as a
standard unit with a choice of finishes
to cherry, walnut, dark wenge or
stainless steel, and thirteen sizes of
square or rectangular tabletop. All
glass sizes can be customised with
colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the Foundation table
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)

(D)

(H)

*Also look at our Global Knee, Semplice Coffee, Micro Knee or Slender Pin Knee range of tables.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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TOP DIMENSIONS

The height of all Foundation Table is
330 mm or 450 mm.

TABLE HEIGHT (H)

900 mm x 900 mm square top with legs
finished to wenge

700 mm x 700 mm glass top shown with stainless steel legs

Square
Depth (D) Width (W)

600 mm x 600 mm
700 mm x 700 mm
800 mm x 800 mm
900 mmx 900 mm

1000 mm x 1000 mm
1100 mm x 1100 mm

Rectangular
Depth (D) Width (W)

400 mm x 1120 mm
500 mm x 1120 mm
600 mm x 1200 mm
700 mm x 1300 mm
500 mm x 1350 mm
800 mm x 1400 mm
900 mm x 1500 mm
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GLOBAL KNEE
Stylish contemporary coffee table that’s highly affordable

DESIGN BRIEF
If you’re looking for stylish
contemporary coffee or occasional
tables at an affordable price, check
the Global Knee range of tables. They
offer a level of individuality at a price
that’s unheard of. The tables look
great in any room setting, with a
column in matt nickel, bright chrome
or minimalist white linking the glass
top and metal base to create a clean,
light appearance that complements
any contemporary style.

With a choice of seventeen
different sizes, you’ll find a Global
Knee table for any size of room. The
tabletop is made from 10 mm
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The leg screws directly to
bosses pre-bonded to the glass for
stability and quick, easy assembly.
Global Knee is a table that will
change your view of contemporary
living.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Global Knee tables are available as
standard units with a choice of
finishes to matt nickel, bright
chrome or minimalist white and a
round, square or rectangular glass
tabletop in seventeen sizes. All
glass sizes can be customised with
colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Global Knee with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

*Consider the Social range of tables, especially if you need larger top sizes.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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Round
Diameter (D) Height (H)

375 mm 400 mm
525 mm 400 mm
600 mm 400 mm
700 mm 400 mm
800 mm 430 mm*
900 mm 430 mm*

1000 mm 430 mm*
1100 mm 430 mm*

TABLE DIMENSIONS

(W)

(D)

(H)

(BD)

Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D) Height (H)

600 mm x 400 mm 410 mm
800 mm x 400 mm 410 mm

1120 mm x 400 mm 410 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm 410 mm
Square
Width (W) Depth (D) Height (H)

525 mm x 525 mm 400 mm
600 mm x 600 mm 400 mm
700 mm x 700 mm 400 mm
800 mm x 800 mm 435 mm*
900 mm x 900 mm 435 mm*

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

Base Diameter (BD) is 360 mm
* Base Diameter (BD) is 480 mm



Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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GRANITO KNEE
Contemporary table design for the great outdoors

DESIGN BRIEF

Garden furniture has been largely
bypassed by contemporary design
.... until now. The Granito garden
table takes the clean stylish lines of
glass furniture outdoors.
Thanks to the innovative, patented
bonding technology developed by
the Futureglass team, you can use
this minimalist table outdoors all
year round. The exposed aggregate
base provides the table with the
stability needed for the harshest
weather conditions. You don’t have
to worry about the Granito table - it
features a 10 mm toughened glass
disc, conforming to BS 6206A, and
an exposed aggregate base.

The 316 marine-grade stainless
steel central column simply screws
into bosses pre-bonded to the top
and base for stability and quick,
easy assembly. If you want to take
contemporary glass furniture design
into the great outdoors, take a
closer look at the Granito.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS

The Granito table is available as a
standard unit with a 316 marine-
grade stainless steel column and
five tabletop dimensions, with the
option of frosted or coloured glass.
All glass sizes can be customised
with colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the Granito table with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(D)

(H)

Round
Diameter (D) Height (H)

525 mm 380 mm
600 mm 380 mm
700 mm 380 mm
800 mm 380 mm
900 mm 380 mm

TABLE DIMENSIONS

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

Shown with 700 mm diameter top



*Try either the Jeg range or Slender Pin ‘Knee’ table for more choice.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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MICRO KNEE
Designer coffee table without the price tag

DESIGN BRIEF
Thinking of moving up to furniture
that’s got a designer feel without
the price tag? The Micro Knee range
of coffee or reception tables offers a
great level of style and individuality
at affordable prices.

The tables look great in any room
setting, with legs in matt nickel,
bright chrome or minimalist white
creating a clean, light appearance
that complements any
contemporary style. Micro Knee
legs have feet which have
adjustment for levelling on uneven
floors.

With a choice of twenty one
different sizes, you’ll find a Micro
Knee table for any size of room. The
tabletop is made from 10 mm
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The legs screw directly to
bosses pre-bonded to the glass for
stability and quick, easy assembly.
Micro Knee is the ideal table for
contemporary living.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Micro Knee tables are available as
standard units with legs in matt
nickel, bright chrome or minimalist
white and a round, square or
rectangular glass tabletop in twenty
one sizes. All glass sizes can be
customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Micro Knee with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)

(D)

(H)

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

1120 mm x 500 mm top with Chrome
legs

525 mm diameter with Chrome legs 1120 mm x 500 mm with Matt Nickel
legs

375 mm
525 mm
600 mm
700 mm

800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm
1100 mm

TABLE DIMENSIONS

Width (W) Depth (D)

500 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 400 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

800 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 300 mm
1120 mm x 400 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1120 mm x 500 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

525 mm x 525 mm
600 mm x 600 mm
700 mm x 700 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

800 mm x 800 mm
900 mm x 900 mm

Round Square

Rectangular

The height of all Micro Knee Tables is 410 mm.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)
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SEMPLICE COFFEE TABLE
An elegant minimalist table

DESIGN BRIEF
If you like the minimalist look in
your home, Semplice Coffee is the
table for you. Elegant in its
simplicity, it creates a stunning
impression of uncompromising
quality in any contemporary interior.

This inspirational table comes in four
distinctive style variations - finished
to cherry, walnut, dark wenge or
stainless steel - to suit your décor.
And, with twelve sizes of top, the
Semplice Coffee table will look right
in any room.

The two glass pieces are made
from 10 mm toughened glass,
conforming to BS 6206A. The
column simply screws into bosses
pre-bonded to the glass for stability
and quick, easy assembly. This table
confirms the belief that less is
more.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Semplice Coffee table is
available as a standard unit with a
choice of finishes to cherry, walnut,
dark wenge or stainless steel, and
twelve sizes of square or
rectangular tabletop. All glass sizes
can be customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the Semplice Coffee
table with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)

(D)

(H)

*Consider the Foundation range for a classic 4 legged design, or the Social for a round option.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

900 mm x 900 mm stainless steel version
shown

700 mm x 700 mm stainless steel version shown

TABLE DIMENSIONS

**70mm square leg
* 6 inch square leg

The height of all Semplice Coffee Tables is 330 mm or 450 mm.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)

Square
Width (W) Depth (D) Base Size

525 mm x 525 mm 375 mm x 375 mm**
600 mm x 600 mm 375 mm x 375 mm**
700 mm x 700 mm 375 mm x 375 mm**
800 mm x 800 mm 525 mm x 525 mm*
900 mmx 900 mm 525 mm x 525 mm*

1000 mmx 1000 mm 525 mm x 525 mm*
1100 mm x 1100 mm 525 mm x 525 mm*

Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D) Base Size

1120 mm x 400 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
1120 mm x 500 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
1200 mm x 600 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
1300 mm x 700 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
1350 mm x 500 mm 600 mm x 300 mm**
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SLENDER PIN KNEE TABLE
Designer coffee table without the price tag

DESIGN BRIEF
Thinking of moving up to furniture
that’s got a designer feel without
the price tag? The Slender Pin Knee
range of coffee or reception tables
offers a great level of style and
individuality at affordable prices.

The tables look great in any room
setting, with legs in matt nickel,
bright chrome or minimalist white
creating a clean, light appearance
that complements any
contemporary style. The legs have
adjustable feet for levelling the table
on an uneven floor.

With a choice of twenty two
different sizes, you’ll find a Slender
Pin Knee table for any size of room.
The tabletop is made from 10 mm
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The legs simply attach to
pre-bonded bosses on the glass for
stability and quick, easy assembly.

Slender Pin Knee is the ideal table
for contemporary living.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Slender Pin Knee tables are
available as standard units with legs
in matt nickel, bright chrome or
minimalist white and round, square
or rectangular glass tabletops in
twenty two sizes. All glass sizes can
be customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Slender Pin Knee
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

*Consider the Jeg or Foundation tables before making a decision. The Micro leg range is also worth a look.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

®
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(D)

(H)

525 mm
600 mm

700 mm
800 mm

900 mm
1000 mm

1100 mm

TABLE DIMENSIONS
Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D)

600 mm x 400 mm
600 mm x 500 mm
800 mm x 400 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1120 mm x 300 mm
1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1200 mm x 600 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm

Round tables top diameter (D) options are

listed below.

The Slender Pin Knee tables all come at a standard 465 mm height.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)

Square
Width (W) Depth (D)

525 mm x 525 mm
600 mm x 600 mm
700 mm x 700 mm
800 mm x 800 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

900 mm x 900 mm
1000 mm x 1000 mm
1100 mm x 1100 mm

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

all coming with 4 legs, please specify if 3 are required

700 mm diameter top with
minimalist white legs

700 mm diameter top with bright
chrome legs

700 mm diameter top with matt
nickel legs
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SOCIAL TABLE
Sheer elegance in a minimalist coffee table

DESIGN BRIEF
For sheer elegance in the home, it’s
hard to beat the Social coffee table.
This minimalist piece is designed
from highly-reflective glass disks
with a slim central column.

The table captures the full potential
of reflected light from its polished
surfaces and will complement any
style of interior.

You can choose from five distinctive
column materials - stainless steel,
spring, cherry, walnut or dark wenge
to match your decor.

There are no less than nine tabletop
sizes, so it will look right in any size
of room. The Social table won’t let
you down.

Two 10 mm toughened glass discs
conform to BS 6206A. The column
simply screws directly to bosses
pre-bonded to the glass for stability
and quick, easy assembly. The
Social coffee table is a piece of
furniture that really reflects
contemporary style.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Social table is available as a
standard unit with a choice of
finishes to cherry, walnut, dark
wenge, stainless steel, or spring
and nine tabletop dimensions. All
glass sizes can be customised with
colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the Social table with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(H)

(D)

*The Social table is the premium round table, but also consider the Global range for a metal base, or the Semplice for a square top.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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700 mm
800 mm
900 mm

1000 mm
1100 mm

1200 mm
1300 mm
1400 mm
1500 mm

TOP DIAMETERS (D)

The Social tables all come at a
standard 330 mm height.

TABLE HEIGHT (H)

spring not available above 1100mm diameters

900 mm diameter top with a stainless steel leg
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Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

®
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TENSEGRITY TABLE
Striking architectural table

DESIGN BRIEF
Tensegrity is a range of striking
table designs in glass and polished
stainless steel rope. The innovative
design features stylish glass tops
and bases supported by precisely-
engineered stainless steel rope to
create an architectural structure that
makes a bold statement in any
environment. The range includes six
sizes of table.

The tables have a stunning, yet
subtle appearance that looks right
in any contemporary room style.
The table tops and bases are made
from toughened glass, conforming
to British Standard BS 6206A,
attached to stainless steel rope
supports for stability. The tables
come expertly assembled and look
right at home, in hotels, bars,
lounges or public places.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Tensegrity is available as a standard
unit with a choice of clear, frosted or
coloured glass top. It is available in
three different square sizes and
three different circular sizes. All
glass sizes can be customised with
colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise your Tensegrity
table units with different sizes,
colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)

(D)

(H)

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

TABLE DIMENSIONS
Square
Depth (D) Width (W) Height (H)

525 mm 525 mm 450 mm
700 mm 700 mm 330 mm
900 mm 900 mm 330 mm

Round
Diameter (D) Height (H)

525 mm 450 mm
700 mm 450 mm
900 mm 330 mm

*Look at our media storage units for more products from this innovative range.

shown with 450 mm diameter top,
450 mm tall

shown with 900 mm diameter top, 330 mm tall
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DUAL DINING TABLE
Informal bistro style for full-size dining

DESIGN BRIEF
You love the informal style of bistro
dining, but you want a full-size table
for those more formal dining
occasions. Dual Dining is a table
that offers all the relaxed comfort
and intimacy of the bistro with the
experience of full-size dining. It
looks great in any room setting, with
two wood or stainless steel
columns linking the glass top and
bases to create a clean, light
appearance that complements any
contemporary style.

The tabletop and bases are made
from 10 mm toughened glass,
conforming to BS 6206A. The legs
are simply screwed into bosses pre-
bonded to the glass for stability and
quick, easy assembly. Dual Dining is
a table for all eating occasions.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Dual Dining tables are available with
clear, frosted or coloured glass with
a choice of finishes to cherry,
walnut, dark wenge or stainless
steel. All glass sizes can be
customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise Dual Dining
Table units with different sizes,
colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W) Depth (D)

1300 mm x 700 mm
1400 mm x 800 mm
1500 mm x 900 mm
1800 mm x 900 mm

TOP DIMENSIONS

The height of all Dual Elbow Tables
is 730 mm.

TABLE HEIGHT (H)

(W)

(D)

(H)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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*Consider also the Union or competitively priced Pin Elbow.

1500 mm x 900 mm top with legs finished to
cherry

1500 mm x 900 mm top with legs finished to
walnut
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EATING PLATFORM
Informal dining tables for compact spaces

DESIGN BRIEF
If you prefer a more informal dining
experience or if you’re tight on
space, take a seat at the Eating
Platform. This stylish little table
combines relaxed dining and formal
possibilities for people who want
the best of both worlds, yet it’s
designed to be practical and
compact enough to fit unobtrusively
in the smallest apartments. It works
particularly well in a sleek kitchen-
diner.

The simple, timeless design
features a central supporting column
to create a light, airy table that
works in any contemporary

environment. Eating Platform
comes in five distinctive style
variations - cherry, walnut, dark
wenge, stainless steel or spring - to
suit your decor and, with a massive
choice of nine tabletop sizes, Eating
Platform will fit comfortably into any
house or apartment. The two glass
pieces are made from 10 mm
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The single leg is simply
screwed into bosses pre-bonded to
the glass for stability and quick,
easy assembly. This is informal
modern living at its best.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Eating Platform is available as a
standard unit with a choice of
finishes to cherry, walnut, dark
wenge, stainless steel, or spring
and nine sizes of tabletop. All glass
sizes can be customised with
colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise Eating Platform
with different sizes, colours, finishes
or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

700 mm
800 mm
900 mm

1000 mm
1100 mm

1200 mm
1300 mm
1400 mm
1500 mm

TOP DIAMETER (D)
(D)

(H)

*Also look at our Global Elbow table.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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The height of all Eating Platform is
730 mm.

TABLE HEIGHT (H)

*spring not available above 1100mm
diameters
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GLOBAL ELBOW
Stylish contemporary dining that’s highly affordable

DESIGN BRIEF
If you’re looking for stylish
contemporary dining at an
affordable price, check the
Global Elbow range of tables.
They offer a level of individuality
at a price that’s unheard of. The
tables look great in any room
setting, with a single column in
matt nickel, bright chrome or
minimalist white, linking the glass
top and metal base to create a
clean, light appearance that
complements any contemporary
style.

With a choice of sixteen different
sizes, you’ll find a Global Elbow
table for any size of room. The
tabletop is made from 10 mm
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The leg simply screws into
bosses pre-bonded to the glass for
stability and quick, easy assembly.
Global Elbow is a table that will
change your view of the dining
experience.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Global Elbow tables are available as
standard units with a choice of
finishes to matt nickel, bright
chrome or minimalist white and a
round, square or rectangular glass
tabletop in sixteen sizes. All glass
sizes can be customised with
colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Global Elbow with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Round
Diameter (D) Height (H)

375 mm 705 mm
525 mm 705 mm
600 mm 705 mm
700 mm 705 mm
800 mm 720 mm
900 mm 720 mm

1000 mm 720 mm
1100 mm 720 mm

TABLE DIMENSIONS

(H)

(W)

(D)

*Consider our Eating Platform range, especially of interest for the availability of larger tops.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D) Height (H)

800 mm x 400 mm 705 mm
1120 mm x 400 mm 705 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm 705 mm

Square
Width (W) Depth (D) Height (H)

525 mm x 525 mm 705 mm
600 mm x 600 mm 705 mm
700 mm x 700 mm 720 mm
800 mm x 800 mm 720 mm
900 mm x 900 mm 720 mm



Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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GRANITO ELBOW
Contemporary table design for the great outdoors

DESIGN BRIEF

Garden furniture has been largely
bypassed by contemporary design
.... until now. The Granito garden
table takes the clean stylish lines of
glass furniture outdoors.

Thanks to the innovative, patented
bonding technology developed by
the Futureglass team, you can use
this minimalist table outdoors all
year round. The exposed aggregate
base provides the table with the
stability needed for the harshest
weather conditions. You don’t have
to worry about the Granito table - it
features a 10 mm toughened glass
disc, conforming to BS 6206A, and
an exposed aggregate base.

The 316 marine-grade stainless
steel central column simply screws
into bosses pre-bonded to the top
and base for stability and quick,
easy assembly. If you want to take
contemporary glass furniture design
into the great outdoors, take a
closer look at the Granito.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS

The Granito table is available as a
standard unit with a 316 marine-
grade stainless steel column and
five tabletop dimensions, with the
option of frosted or coloured glass.
All glass sizes can be customised
with colours, sandblasting (plain,
patterned), or even with a logo to
suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the Granito table with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(D)

(H)

Diameter (D) Height (H)

525 mm 730 mm
600 mm 730 mm
700 mm 730 mm
800 mm 730 mm
900 mm 730 mm

TABLE DIMENSIONS

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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Shown with 700 mm diameter top
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MICRO ELBOW
Stylish dining at an affordable price

DESIGN BRIEF
The Micro Elbow table range adds a
sure sense of style and taste to
contemporary dining at an
affordable price.

The tables look great in any room
setting, with legs in matt nickel,
bright chrome or minimalist white
and a glass top to create a clean,
light appearance that complements
any contemporary style. Micro
Elbow legs have feet which have
adjustment for levelling on uneven
floors.

With a choice of eighteen different
sizes, you’ll find a Micro Elbow
table for any size of room. The
tabletop is made from 10 mm
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The legs simply screw
directly to bosses pre-bonded to
the glass for stability and quick,
easy assembly.

Micro Elbow is a table that adds a
real sense of style to your dining
area.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Micro Elbow tables are available as
standard units with matt nickel,
bright chrome or minimalist white
legs and a round, square or
rectangular glass tabletop in
eighteen sizes. All glass sizes can
be customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Micro Elbow with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)

(D)

(H)

*Consider the Global or Eating Platform for a central pedestral option.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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Chrome legs on an 1120 mm x 500 mm
top

525 mm diameter top shown
with minimalist white legs

chrome legs on a 525 mm diameter top

375 mm
525 mm
600 mm

700 mm
800 mm

TABLE DIMENSIONS

Width (W) Depth (D)

500 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 400 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

600 mm x 500 mm
800 mm x 400 mm

1120 mm x 300 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

375 mm x 375 mm
525 mm x 525 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

600 mm x 600 mm
700 mm x 700 mm

Round Square

Rectangular

The height of all Micro Elbow Tables is 710 mm.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)
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Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

®
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PIN ELBOW DINING TABLES
Versatile dining at an affordable price

DESIGN BRIEF
If you want an affordable dining
table that looks great, but doesn’t
take up too much space in your
home, Pin Elbow is an ideal choice.
It’s big enough for formal or informal
dining, but its clean, contemporary
glass lines are completely
unobtrusive. Pin Elbow looks great
in any living or dining area, or
anywhere you’ve got room for a
table. With a choice of nineteen
different sizes, you’ll find a Pin
Elbow unit for any size of room. The
unit has a light, airy look with
conical legs in matt nickel, bright
chrome or minimalist white, but it’s
sturdy enough for day-to-day living.
The toughened glass work surface

conforms to BS 6206A. The legs
simply screw directly to bosses pre-
bonded to the glass for stability and
quick, easy assembly. If you want a
good-looking, affordable dining table
for your home, take a look at Pin
Elbow.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Pin Elbow desks and consoles are
available as standard units with matt
nickel, bright chrome or minimalist
white conical legs and a round,
square or rectangular glass work
surface in nineteen sizes.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Pin Elbow Dining
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

*Need something different? If you want even more choice, we can customise Pin Elbow with different colours, finishes or materials.

(W)

(D)

(H)

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

1500 mm x 900 mm glass size, shown
with matt nickel

1500 mm x 900 mm glass size,
shown with bright chrome

1500 mm x 900 mm glass size,
shown with minimalist white legs

700 mm
800 mm
900 mm

1000 mm
1100 mm

Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D)

1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1200 mm x 600 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1300 mm x 700 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm
1400 mm x 800 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1500 mm x 900 mm
1800 mm x 900 mm*
2000 mm x 900 mm*

Square
Width (W) Depth (D)

700 mm x 700 mm
800 mm x 800 mm
900 mm x 900 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1000 mm x 1000 mm
1100 mm x 1100 mm

*Please confirm maximum leg spacings which are to order

TABLE DIMENSIONS
Round

The height of all Pin Elbow Dining Tables is 710 mm.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)
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SEMPLICE BISTRO TABLE
Relaxed dining in the informal bistro style

DESIGN BRIEF
If you want to recreate the informal
style and intimacy of bistro dining in
your own home, Semplice Bistro is
for you. It’s an attractive simple
table with clean lines that create
real impact, even in the most
compact living areas.

It looks great in any room setting,
with a single column linking the
glass top and base to create a
clean, light appearance that
complements any contemporary
style.

The Semplice legs can be finished
to cherry, walnut, dark wenge or
stainless steel - to suit your décor.
And, with eleven sizes of top,
Semplice Bistro will look right in
any room.

The table top is made from 10mm
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The column simply screws
into bosses pre-bonded to the glass
for stability and quick, easy
assembly. Semplice Bistro brings
you relaxed dining at its best.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The Semplice Bistro table is
available as a standard unit with a
choice of finishes to cherry, walnut,
dark wenge or stainless steel, and
eleven sizes of top. All glass sizes
can be customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Semplice Bistro
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)

(D)

(H)

*Prefer Round? Then look at the Eating Platform. Prefer a traditional 4 legged design, then try the Union range of tables.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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900 mm x 900 mm stainless steel version
shown

700 mm x 700 mm stainless steel version shown

TABLE DIMENSIONS

**70 mm square leg

* 6 inch square leg

The height of all Semplice Bistro Tables is 730 mm.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)

Square
Depth (D) Width (W) Base Size

525 mm x 525 mm 375 x 375 mm**
600 mm x 600 mm 375 x 375 mm**
700 mm x 700 mm 375 x 375 mm**
800 mm x 800 mm 525 x 525 mm*
900 mmx 900 mm 525 x 525 mm*

1000 mmx 1000 mm 525 x 525 mm*
1100 mmx 1100 mm 525x 525 mm*

Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D) Base Size

1120 mm x 500 mm 600 x 300 mm**
1200 mm x 600 mm 600 x 300 mm**
1300 mm x 700 mm 600 x 300 mm**
1350 mm x 500 mm 600 x 300 mm**
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SLENDER PIN ELBOW DINING TABLE
Stylish sophistication for contemporary dining

DESIGN BRIEF
The Slender Pin Elbow range brings
you stylish contemporary dining at
an affordable price. The tables look
great in any room setting, with a
glass top and adjustable feet for
levelling on conical legs in matt
nickel, bright chrome or minimalist
white to create a clean, light
appearance that complements any
contemporary style. They offer a
level of individuality at a price that’s
unheard of in this range.

With a choice of twenty four
different sizes, you’ll find a Slender
Pin Elbow table for any size of
room. The tabletop is made from
toughened glass, conforming to BS
6206A. The legs screw directly to
bosses pre-bonded to the glass for
stability and quick, easy assembly.
Slender Pin Elbow is a table that
brings real style to your home.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Slender Pin Elbow dining tables are
available as standard units with matt
nickel, bright chrome or minimalist
white conical legs and round,
square or rectangular glass
tabletops in twenty four sizes.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Slender Pin Elbow
Console with different sizes,
colours, finishes
or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

*Need something different? If you want even more choice, we can customise Pin Elbow with different colours, finishes or materials.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

1120 mm x 500 mm top with
chrome legs

1120 mm x 500 mm top with
minimalist white legs

1120 mm x 500 mm top with
matt nickel legs

(H)

(W)
(D)

525 mm
600 mm

700 mm
800 mm

900 mm
1000 mm

1100 mm

TABLE DIMENSIONS
Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D)

500 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 300 mm
600 mm x 400 mm
600 mm x 500 mm
800 mm x 400 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

1120 mm x 300 mm
1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1200 mm x 600 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm

Round tables top diameter (D) options are listed below.

The Slender Pin Elbow Dining tables all come at a standard 705 mm height.
TABLE HEIGHT (H)

Square
Width (W) Depth (D)

525 mm x 525 mm
600 mm x 600 mm
700 mm x 700 mm
800 mm x 800 mm

Width (W) Depth (D)

900 mm x 900 mm
1000 mm x 1000 mm
1100 mm x 1100 mm

all coming with 4 legs, please specify if 3 are required
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UNION TABLE
Stylish dining table for all eating occasions

DESIGN BRIEF
If you take pleasure in the place
where you eat, try sitting at a Union
table. Union is designed to meet
the needs of people who look for a
stylish contemporary design, but
appreciate that function is the key
to all good products. This is a table
for all eating occasions. You can
choose from four distinctive style
variations in walnut, cherry, dark
wenge or stainless steel to match
your decor. And, with twelve sizes
of square or rectangular top, the
Union table will fit into any size of
home. Union will take knocks and
hard wear. The tabletop is made
from 10mm toughened glass,
conforming to BS 6206A. The legs

are simply attached to the top by
grub screws for stability and quick,
easy assembly. The Union table is a
piece of furniture that adds real
pleasure to the dining experience.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Union is available as a standard unit
with a choice of finishes to cherry,
walnut, dark wenge or stainless
steel, and twelve sizes of square or
rectangular tabletop. All glass sizes
can be customised with colours,
sandblasting (plain, patterned), or
even with a logo to suit.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Union with different
sizes, colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(W)
(D)

(H)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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TOP DIMENSIONS

The Union tables all come at a standard
730 mm height.

TABLE HEIGHT (H)

*Consider the Pin Leg Elbow table for a round or chrome leg option.

900 mm x 900 mm glass top with
legs finished to walnut

1500 mm x 900 mm frosted glass option shown

Square
Width (W) Depth (D)

700 mm x 700 mm
800 mm x 800 mm
900 mm x 900 mm

1000 mm x 1000 mm
1100 mm x 1100 mm

Rectangular
Width (W) Depth (D)

1120 mm x 400 mm
1120 mm x 500 mm
1200 mm x 600 mm
1300 mm x 700 mm
1350 mm x 500 mm
1400 mm x 800 mm
1500 mm x 900 mm



Contemporary glass furniture for home entertainment systems

ACOUSTILAMTM

Acoustilam glass takes sonic performance even further

DESIGN BRIEF
� 8.4mm Acoustilam glass option

for GEM Separates audio
support

� Interlayer of vibration-deadening
PVB within glass

� Absorbs any airborne vibrations
� Enhances the renowned GEM

vibration management system
� Technically-advanced solution

for audio support
� Specialist solution from a music

specialist
� Takes sonic performance even

further

Futureglass GEM audio system
supports have been designed to
meet the highest demands of the
dedicated audiophile. The GEM

range is renowned for successfully
defeating the arch enemy of all
sonic worshippers - vibration - with
an ingenious system of ‘decoupled’
joints.

Futureglass takes its innovative
GEM (Generated Energy
Management) solution one step
further with the option of 8.4mm
Acoustilam glass for GEM
Separates. Acoustilam is formed
with an interlayer of highly-effective
vibration-deadening PVB within the
structure of the glass. Any airborne
vibrations are removed by this
vibration-absorbing layer which
stretches across the whole of the
glass, not simply the uprights.

You demand the best from your hi-fi
system, so why compromise on the
rack? With Acoustilam glass as part
of a GEM total solution, you can
forget vibration and take your hi-fi
experience into a new dimension.

Acoustilam glass is an integral
element of the Futureglass GEM
system - a technically-advanced
audio storage solution designed in
the UK by glass furniture specialists
who really understand music.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

®
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A O-ring begins the vibration deadening process.

B Acoustilam option shows the vibration deadening interlayer to
combat any airborne vibration.

C Vibration deadening O-rings prevent vibration travelling through
the support or between each level.

D Spikes (glider option also available) minimise contact area with
vibration laden floor.

E Optional spike cups not only protect the floor, but provide a
vibration free interface.

F Engineered stainless steel boss expertly bonded to glass at
factory with beautiful finishing.
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GEM DEEP
Innovative vibration-managed support for deeper audio and home entertainment
equipment

DESIGN BRIEF
You demand the best from your
home entertainment systems, so
why compromise on the rack? GEM
Deep provides vibration-managed
support for deep amplifiers and
other audio and home
entertainment equipment used with
wall-mounted plasma screens or
projectors. GEM Deep is ideal for
audio and home entertainment
components which do not require
the surface area needed for
supporting screens. With GEM
Deep, you get an innovative solution
developed by glass furniture
specialists who really understand
audio-visual performance. These
units are designed to take sonic
performance even further. Precision-

engineered components and an
innovative push-fit system
effectively smother vibration to give
a solution that is technically
advanced and great to look at. The
stainless steel and glass
components create a minimal
appearance and the cleanest lines
of any rack on the market. With an
extensive choice of shelf heights,
you can create any configuration
you like .... and you don’t have to
worry about fasteners. Each 10 mm
polished safety glass shelf is
supported by four stainless steel
columns which fit over stainless
steel bosses bonded onto the
glass. The bosses and supporting
columns are isolated from each
other by a double set of vibration-

deadening O-rings, creating a sturdy
platform with no room for
movement between components.
It’s solid, versatile and it takes your
home entertainment experience into
a new dimension.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order GEM Deep units in
clear, coloured or frosted glass with
a choice of shelf heights.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise GEM Deep units
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W) * Depth (D)

600 mm x 500 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

80 mm
100 mm
120 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm
300 mm
350 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(W)

(D)

(H)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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*Consider also the GEM Separates if this is too deep for your space.

Available in satin finished stainless steel or
satin black steel

4 Shelf with stainless steel legs 4 Shelf with satin black steel legs

*Internal dimension between the poles is
485 mm
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GEM PETITE
Innovative vibration-managed support for narrower hi-fi systems

DESIGN BRIEF
You demand the best from your hi-fi
system, so why compromise on the
rack? And if you prefer narrow
components, you won’t have to put
up with oversize support units. With
GEM Petite, you get an innovative
solution for narrow hi-fi components
developed by glass furniture
specialists who really understand
music. These units are designed to
take sonic performance even
further.

Precision-engineered components
and an innovative push-fit system
effectively smother vibration to give
a solution that is technically
advanced and great to look at. The

stainless steel and glass
components create a minimal
appearance and the cleanest lines
of any hi-fi rack on the market. With
an extensive choice of shelf
heights, you can create any
configuration you like .... and you
don’t have to worry about
fasteners. Each 10 mm polished
safety glass shelf is supported by
four stainless steel columns which
fit over stainless steel bosses
bonded onto the glass.

The bosses and supporting columns
are isolated from each other by a
double set of vibration-deadening
O-rings, creating a sturdy platform
with no room for movement
between components. It’s solid,

versatile and it takes your hi-fi
experience into a new dimension.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order GEM Petite units in
clear, coloured or frosted glass, with
a choice of shelf heights.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise GEM Petite units
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W) * Depth (D)

460 mm x 400 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

80 mm
100 mm
120 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm
300 mm
350 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(W)

(D)

(H)

*Consider our Separates range if this is too narrow.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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Maximum shelf loadings of 60 kilos per shelf, with a five shelf maximum at 350mm spacing.

Available in satin finished stainless steel or
satin black steel

*Internal dimension between the
poles is 345 mm
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GEM SEPARATES
Innovative vibration-managed support for hi-fi systems

DESIGN BRIEF
GEM Separates is designed by glass
furniture specialists who understand
music. Precision stainless steel and
glass components create a minimal
appearance and the cleanest lines
of any hi-fi rack on the market.
GEM’s innovative design eliminates
the need for fasteners of any kind
and effectively dampens vibration.
Each 10 mm toughened polished
safety glass shelf to BS 6206A is
supported by four stainless steel
columns which fit over stainless
steel bosses bonded onto the glass.

The bosses and supporting columns
are isolated from each other by a
double set of vibration-deadening
O-rings, creating a sturdy platform
with no room for movement
between components. A solution
like this doesn’t just look good, it
enhances customers’ hi-fi
experience.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order GEM Separates units
in clear, coloured or frosted glass.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise GEM Separates
units with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W)* Depth (D)

600 mm x 400 mm x 10 mm toughened glass

600 mm x 400 mm x 8.2 mm acoustilam glass

SHELF DIMENSIONS

80 mm
100 mm
120 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm
300 mm
350 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(W)

(D)

(H)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®

v1

*You may also like to consider our Lite range. Why not upgrade the top shelf to Acoustilam for the pinnacle of performance. Too wide? Try the Petite range.

Available in satin finished stainless steel or
satin black steel

Maximum shelf loadings of 60 kilos per shelf, with a five shelf maximum at 350mm spacing.

*Internal dimension
between the poles is
485 mm
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GEM SHALLOW
Innovative vibration-managed support for all-in-one home entertainment systems

DESIGN BRIEF
You demand the best from your
home entertainment systems, so
why compromise on the rack? GEM
Shallow is designed for smaller
home cinema systems or all-in-one
audio and home entertainment
systems.

With GEM Shallow, you get an
innovative solution developed by
glass furniture specialists who really
understand audio-visual
performance. These units are
designed to take sonic performance
even further. Precision-engineered
components and an innovative push-
fit system effectively smother
vibration to give a solution that is

technically advanced and great to
look at.

The stainless steel and glass
components create a minimal
appearance and the cleanest lines
of any rack on the market. With an
extensive choice of shelf heights,
you can create any configuration
you like .... and you don’t have to
worry about fasteners. Each 10 mm
polished safety glass shelf is
supported by four stainless steel
columns which fit over stainless
steel bosses bonded onto the
glass. The bosses and supporting
columns are isolated from each
other by a double set of vibration-
deadening O-rings, creating a sturdy

platform with no room for
movement between components.
It’s solid, versatile and it takes your
home entertainment experience into
a new dimension.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
You can order GEM Shallow units
with a choice of shelf heights.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise GEM Shallow
units with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W) * Depth (D)

600 mm x 300 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

80 mm
100 mm
120 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm
300 mm
350 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(W)
(D)

(H)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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*Consider also the GEM Separates if you have deeper components.

Available in satin finished stainless steel or
satin black steel

4 Shelf with satin black steel legs4 Shelf with stainless steel legs 4 Shelf with stainless steel legs

*Internal dimension between the poles is
485 mm
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GEM SPIKE CUPS
Vibration-deadening, isolation spike receivers for home entertainment systems

DESIGN BRIEF
GEM Spike Cups are vibration-
deadening isolation spike receivers
that provide audiophiles with an
additional form of innovative,
vibration-managed support for
stereo and audio equipment. GEM
Spike Cups work with GEM Hi-Fi
glass and stainless steel audio racks
to enhance sonic performance even
further by helping to effectively
smother vibration. They also protect
carpets or laminate floors from
damage. You demand the best from
your hi-fi system, so why
compromise on the support
systems?

GEM Spike Cups are part of an
audio storage solution designed by
glass furniture specialists who really
understand music. Together with
bosses and supporting columns
which are isolated from each other
by a double set of vibration-
deadening O-rings, GEM Spike
Cups help to create a sturdy
platform with no room for
movement between components.
It’s solid, versatile and it takes your
home entertainment experience
into a new dimension.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Silver or Black

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

®
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38.1 mm in diameter, and 9mm overall
height. They will add 5mm to the
height of the spiked product.

DIMENSIONS
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LITE HI-FI
Innovative solution at a competitive price

DESIGN BRIEF
Lite Hi-fi is designed to provide an
innovative, value-added hi-fi support
solution at a competitive price.
Precision injection-moulded rigid
PVC and glass components create a
clean, light appearance. The
columns are available in silver or
black - an increasingly popular
colour, not widely available. Unlike
budget bolt-together units, Lite’s
innovative design eliminates the
need for fasteners of any kind and
effectively dampens vibration.

Each 6 mm toughened polished
safety glass shelf to BS 6206A is
supported by four columns which fit
over bosses bonded onto the glass.
The bosses and supporting columns
are isolated from each other by a
double set of vibration-deadening
O-rings, creating a sturdy platform
with no room for movement
between components. This is a
solution that enhances sonic
performance, but is highly
affordable.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Lite Hi-Fi is available as a standard
unit with a choice of clear, frosted or
coloured glass. It is also available in
6.4 mm AcoustilamTM glass.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice,
we can customise Lite Hi-Fi units
with different sizes, colours,
finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Width (W) * Depth (D)

600 mm x 400 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

100 mm
140 mm
160 mm

180 mm
210 mm
250 mm

SHELF HEIGHTS (H)

(W)
(D)

(H)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

6mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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*Consider also the GEM Separates in stainless steel for the ultimate in style and more shelf spacing options.

Shown in Black, also available in silver

*Internal dimension between the poles is 485 mm
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WALL MOUNTED TURNTABLE SUPPORT
Innovative vibration-free wall support for delicate audio components

DESIGN BRIEF
If you prefer to mount your hi-fi
components on the wall to save
floor space, don’t compromise on
sonic quality.

Wall Mounted shelving has been
specially developed to provide
stylish, technically-advanced storage
for delicate wall-mounted audio
components.

Take a look at the larger shelf style -
it’s designed for strength,
performance and style using
toughened 10 mm safety glass to
BS 6206A, with stainless steel
components to give optimum
support to your components.

A key element in this innovative
solution is the vibration-deadening
fixture at the interface between
wall and shelf which helps to
optimise sonic performance.

You can use this versatile wall
mounting unit as a high-
performance alternative to ceiling
mounting for components such as
projectors. Choose from seven
sizes of shelving to suit your
components.

You’ll find Wall Mounted is easy to
install and you can attach it to a
solid wall in just minutes to create a
versatile storage solution. The wire
loop retaining system makes it easy

to level shelves, even if the brackets
are not installed perfectly level.
Audio support has truly reached
new heights.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Wall Mounted is available as a
standard unit in a choice of seven
sizes. You can also choose frosted
glass for the shelves.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise Wall Mounted with
different sizes, colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

(D)

(W)

*Try the Create shelving for small speakers or a corner option.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

®
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Width (W)* Depth (D)

375 mm 375 mm
460 mm 400 mm
500 mm 300 mm
525 mm 525 mm
600 mm 300 mm
600 mm 400 mm
600 mm 500 mm

SHELF DIMENSIONS

*Usable width is 30 mm less than shelf width
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SHOWER SCREEN
Innovative bespoke solution for wet rooms

DESIGN BRIEF

The Futureglass Shower Screen
provides a simple, stylish and
innovative solution for wet rooms in
contemporary bathrooms. The
screen is made from toughened
glass, conforming to British
Standard BS 6206A. The supporting
rods simply screw into bosses
prebonded to the screen, using
Futureglass’ patented UV bonding
technique. The result is an elegant
frameless screen with no need for
hooks over the top of the shower
screen or holes in the glass.

The support rods, which can be
supplied in different lengths, are
easily adjusted to the final

dimensions of the enclosure.
Twisting the rod allows the screen
to be adjusted parallel to the wall.
The unit is supplied in kit form, with
a choice of screen sizes, support
rod lengths, materials and finishes,
allowing manufacturers to create a
range of screens or bespoke
solutions, without major
investment.

Like other glass furniture from
Futureglass, the Shower Screen
offers an innovative solution that
isn’t just versatile, it’s also great to
look at. The glass and steel
components create a minimal
appearance and the cleanest lines
of any shower screen on the
market.

The Shower Screen, like other glass
furniture from Futureglass, is a
superb example of contemporary
British design, manufactured in the
UK.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
Shower screen is a bespoke product
available in kit form. The screens
can be manufactured in different
sizes, with the option of clear,
frosted or coloured glass finish. The
fixing rods can also be made to
different sizes for fixing at different
lengths from the wall.

(W)

(H)

(D)

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.

10mm clear toughened safety glass is standard, but colours, finishes, and other glass type to order. Call now for fast delivery...

DIMENSIONS

depth (D) width (W) height (H)

to customer order

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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HI-FI CABLE MANAGEMENT
Made-to-measure solution for concealing cables

DESIGN BRIEF
The hi-fi cable management solution
for Futureglass hi-fi storage units
provides a simple, elegant, made-to-
measure method of concealing
untidy cables for stereo systems, hi-
fi separates, turntables and other
audio products, while enhancing the
overall appearance of your system.

The cable management solution
forms an integral part of the
innovative Futureglass hi-fi storage
concept designed to take audio
performance even further. Like the
other components of this
technologically advanced hi-fi
storage system from Futureglass,
the cable management solution
features precision engineered
components and an innovative
mounting system that helps to
effectively smother vibration.

A precision aluminium extrusion fits
the two rear columns of the
Futureglass storage unit and
supports a made-to-measure acrylic
sheet that closes the back of the
unit, concealing the cables and
putting the focus firmly back on the
hi-fi system. The cable
management solution can be
conveniently retro-fitted so that you
can wire the hi-fi system first and fit

the cable management solution
afterwards. This means that you
don’t have to wire your hi-fi system
from the front, using extra long
cables.

The Futureglass cable management
solution improves the overall
aesthetics of your hi-fi system,
blending with the clean stainless
steel and glass lines and
complementing the open frame
appearance. The acrylic back panels
are available in a range of sizes to
suit different shelf heights and
spacings. You can choose from
black or frosted white acrylic to
match the glass of the hi-fi units.
The acrylic panels are fitted to the
aluminium extrusions by rubber
mountings that do not transmit
vibration, contributing to enhanced
audio-visual performance.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
To fit all Futureglass GEM standard
spacing options. In black or white
frosted acrylic

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the cable
management solution with different
colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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Contemporary glass furniture for home entertainment systems

AUDIO-VISUAL CABLE MANAGEMENT
Made-to-measure solution for concealing cables

DESIGN BRIEF
The audio-visual cable management
solution for Futureglass audio-visual
storage units provides a simple,
elegant, made-to-measure method
of concealing untidy cables for
plasma screens, home cinema,
projectors, home entertainment
systems and other audio-visual
products, while enhancing the
overall appearance of your system.

The cable management solution
forms an integral part of the
innovative Futureglass audio-visual
storage concept designed to take
audio-visual performance even
further. Like the other components
of this technologically advanced
audio-visual storage system from
Futureglass, the cable management
solution features precision
engineered components and an
innovative mounting system that
helps to effectively smother
vibration.

A precision aluminium extrusion fits
the two rear columns of the
Futureglass storage unit and
supports a made-to-measure acrylic
sheet that closes the back of the
unit, concealing the cables and
putting the focus firmly back on the
audio-visual system. The cable

management solution can be
conveniently retro-fitted so that you
can wire the audio-visual system
first and fit the cable management
solution afterwards. This means
that you don’t have to wire your
audio-visual system from the front,
using extra long cables.

The Futureglass cable management
solution improves the overall
aesthetics of your audio-visual
system, blending with the clean
stainless steel and glass lines and
complementing the open frame
appearance. The acrylic back panels
are available in a range of sizes to
suit different shelf heights and
spacings. You can choose from
black or frosted white acrylic to
match the glass of the audio-visual
units. The acrylic panels are fitted to
the aluminium extrusions by rubber
mountings that do not transmit
vibration, contributing to enhanced
audio-visual performance.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
To fit all Futureglass GEM standard
spacing options. In black or white
frosted acrylic

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the cable
management solution with different
colours, finishes or materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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Contemporary glass furniture for beautiful homes

BESPOKE CONTEMPORARY GLASS TABLES
Bespoke solutions in different sizes, configurations and finishes

DESIGN BRIEF
Contemporary glass tables from
Futureglass are available with
modular or single piece glass tops in
any size, configuration, colour or
finish. The bespoke table tops are
designed to meet the needs of
people who look for a stylish
contemporary feel that offers
something that’s really different.
Just look up our current
manufacturing capabilities on
www.futureglass.com.

The bespoke glass table top can be
produced in many sizes and
configurations to provide the
optimum tailor-made solution for
your interior. For example, we can

create table tops that are
rectangular, L-shaped, curve-fronted
.... with any colour glass, including
frosted or black. These bespoke
glass tables add real style to any
room.

The table top is made from clear,
black or coloured toughened glass,
conforming to BS 6206A. The
support columns or panels are
simply screwed into bosses pre-
bonded to the glass for stability and
quick, easy assembly.
Contemporary glass tables feature
Futureglass’ UV bonding technique
for safety and long life. These
tables, like other glass furniture
from Futureglass, are a superb

example of contemporary British
design, manufactured in the UK.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The table tops are available in clear,
black, frosted or coloured glass in a
variety of shapes, sizes and
configurations.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the table tops with
different colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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Contemporary glass contract furniture

BESPOKE CONTEMPORARY GLASS TABLES
Bespoke solutions in different sizes, configurations and finishes

DESIGN BRIEF
Contemporary glass tables from
Futureglass are available with
modular or single piece glass tops in
any size, configuration, colour or
finish. The bespoke table tops are
designed to meet the needs of
people who look for a stylish
contemporary feel that offers
something that’s really different.
Just look up our current
manufacturing capabilities on
www.futureglass.com.

The bespoke glass table top can be
produced in many sizes and
configurations to provide the
optimum tailor-made solution for
your interior. For example, we can

create table tops that are
rectangular, L-shaped, curve-fronted
.... with any colour glass, including
frosted or black. These bespoke
glass tables add real style to any
room.

The table top is made from clear,
black or coloured toughened glass,
conforming to BS 6206A. The
support columns or panels are
simply screwed into bosses pre-
bonded to the glass for stability and
quick, easy assembly.
Contemporary glass tables feature
Futureglass’ UV bonding technique
for safety and long life. These
tables, like other glass furniture
from Futureglass, are a superb

example of contemporary British
design, manufactured in the UK.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The table tops are available in clear,
black, frosted or coloured glass in a
variety of shapes, sizes and
configurations.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the table tops with
different colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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Contemporary glass furniture for beautiful homes

BESPOKE PIN FRAME GLASS TABLES
Bespoke support for larger glass topped tables

DESIGN BRIEF
Contemporary glass tables from
Futureglass are available with
bespoke frames fitted to standard
legs. These bespoke frames,
available in any size, configuration,
colour or finish, provide additional
support for larger glass table top
sizes. Just look up our current
manufacturing capabilities on
www.futureglass.com.

The bespoke glass table top frame
can be produced in many sizes and
configurations to provide the
optimum tailor-made solution for
your interior. For example, we can
create frames for table tops that are
rectangular, L-shaped, or round. The
frames simply screw into existing
standard legs for stability and quick,
easy assembly.

CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
The table tops and frames are
available in different materials in a
variety of shapes, sizes and
configurations.

CUSTOMISE...
DIFFERENT SIZES, COLOURS
If you want even more choice, we
can customise the table top frames
with different colours, finishes or
materials.

Ask your retailer for more details.

Please ensure that there is adequate access to the final location of the furniture including doorways, windows and other areas for access.
Tool free assembly. Further information available from www.futureglass.co.uk or +44 (0) 1376 330300. We would be happy to help.
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